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Teamwork and Personal
Development in the Community

BTEC Level 2
(SCQF Level 5)

“The BTEC Level 2 qualification I achieved through CVQO
has developed my skills as a team player and employers have
commented on how good my CV now looks.”
Lauren Thynne
Approved Centre from Pearson

the BTEC helped
“getHaving
me a job as an apprentice

IT support analyst. This is
because I was able to present
myself as a team player, have
self-initiative and confidence.

How is the work completed?
The BTEC Level 2 in Teamwork and
Personal Development in the Community
can be completed by filling in a workbook
(printed or online). This is then submitted
to CVQO for assessment.

Molly Hewett

HOW IT WORKS

STAGE

”

1

EXPERIENCE

Accumulate experience at your cadet
unit or youth group that’s directly
relevant to the CVQO-led BTEC Level
2. Up to 75% of the qualification can be
achieved this way.

How long will it take?
STAGE

Not as long as you might think. The
qualification recognises practical skills
learned and developed through youth
group activity. To accumulate this
experience a minimum of 12 months
is recommended.
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STAGE

CVQO has a network of Area and
Regional Managers covering every corner
of the UK. They are available to provide
assistance at every stage – as well as
Vocational Qualifications Officers at your
cadet unit or youth group.
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Approved Centre from Pearson

If you’re aged 16-18 and part of a
cadet unit or youth group in the UK,
the qualification is likely to be free.
Applications can be made either directly
via CVQO or through youth group
leaders.
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CHOOSE UNITS

Unit 1 is mandatory and must be
completed. After that, choose which of
the optional units you want to complete
to get you up to the magic 60 credits.
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COMPLETE
WORKBOOK

Either complete an e-workbook online
by using Moodle, or fill in a hard copy.

STAGE

SEND

When you’re finished, send in your
completed workbooks via your unit tutor,
or upload your e-workbooks on Moodle.

STAGE
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Look out for a letter from CVQO.Your
workbooks and learning guides will be
sent straight to your unit to issue to you.

Eligibility and how to apply
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Speak to your CVQO Regional Manager
or Vocational Qualifications Officer to
enrol on the qualification and kick-off the
process.

What support is available?

STAGE

CONGRATS

Congratulations! You’ve gained a BTEC
Level 2 Diploma. Now add it to your
CV, UCAS form or job applications and
start being brilliant.

“In real terms, the amount of time required to
complete the BTEC Level 2 through CVQO is far
less than you might imagine, but the value in terms of
long term tangible benefits for the individual cadet is
immense.
“The skills that are learned in the CVQO-led TPD
units around employability are directly transferable
to ‘real life’, and we’ve used the sessions on CVs and
personal qualities as a basis for real job applications
with great success.”
Ruth Morgan – Hiring Manager and Vocational
Qualifications Officer

Learner focused | Caring and supportive | Professional
Going the extra mile | Responsive and flexible
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